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Abstract
Asynchronous circuit designers mainly rely upon the timing
relationship between gates to judge the correctness of their
designs. They rarely consider the operating conditions,
technology node features, and variations. Leakage current is
one of the device properties that can cause indeterministic
behavior in any circuit, especially asynchronous ones. For
instance, leakage can change the state of flip-flips and registers
or can discharge precharged bit-lines. These conditions can
lead to deadlock or race conditions in asynchronous circuits,
particularly speed-independent (SI) circuits. Unfortunately,
existing asynchronous circuit design tools do not consider this
issue during the design and testing phase. Therefore, it is the
aim of this research to eliminate this gap. This paper proposes
a new software tool that is capable of detecting race and
deadlock conditions caused by leakage current in speedindependent circuits. The tool was developed in OCEAN, so it
can be easily integrated with Spectre Circuit Simulator. The
tool was tested on a number of SI circuits from literature, and
results demonstrating the need for such a tool were obtained.

Figure 1. Synchronous system.

B. Asynchronous systems
In contrast to synchronous systems, asynchronous systems
either have more than one clock or do not have a clock at all.
Every two or more components inside the asynchronous system
exchange data via a predefined handshaking protocol to
guarantee that the data arrives/leaves the relevant components
at the correct time. Bundled data and dual rail are the main
types of protocols in asynchronous systems [1, 2]. Figure 2
shows an example of an asynchronous system that utilizes
bundled data protocol to regulate its data flow.
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Figure 2. Asynchronous system with bundled data
handshaking protocol.

INTRODUCTION
Microelectronic systems are designed and implemented in
silicon integrated circuits (ICs) to process data. Inside the
ICs, the computation and processing are achieved via the
movement of electrons (in the form of signals) in the silicon
layers. In order for the IC to meet its functional requirements,
all signals have to move in the silicon layer in a synchronized
manner. Otherwise, if any signal arrives earlier/later than its
proper time, it will deliver/collect incorrect data [1]. For this
reason, all microelectronic systems require a timing controller
to regulate the data flow inside them. Depending upon the type
of this controller, systems can be categorized as synchronous
or asynchronous systems as follows [1].

Asynchronous design is crucial for many applications including
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GLAS), pipelines,
multiple clock systems, and multi-core processors [2].
Moving one level from the system level down to the circuit
level requires determining the method used to generate the
handshaking signals and their temporal relations to the circuit
components. This is known as the delay model of asynchronous
circuits [1-3]. Delay model is the maximum delay the circuit
components can tolerate before they malfunction. Based on the
delay model, asynchronous circuits can be categorized as
delay-insensitive (DI) circuits or speed-independent (SI)
circuits [2]. The former currently is the most robust type of
circuit, and can tolerate any amount of delay in both gates and
wires. The latter is sub-optimal, as it can tolerate any amount
of delay in gates only as long as the wire delays are marginal.
Most of the existing asynchronous circuits are SI because DI
circuits are power hungry and difficult to implement [1, 2]. For
DI and SI circuits to work correctly, they must be free from any
types of faults or protocol violations under all operational

A. Synchronous systems
Synchronous systems have only one clock generator, which
produces a square wave signal with fixed duty cycle and period.
This clock signal is responsible for triggering all hardware
components to deliver and collect the data from the components
at the correct time [1]. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of
such a system.
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conditions [1-3]. Deadlock and critical race are two important
types of faults that can cause the asynchronous circuit to
malfunction. The text below describes each one in detail and
gives an example of its mechanism.

CONTRIBUTION
We proposed to address the highlighted issue via developing a
software tool that can be integrated with the existing simulation
tool. We chose to integrate our proposed tool with Spectre
Circuit Simulator, by Cadence Design Systems, due to its high
accuracy and popularity in the academic and research
community. Open Command Environment for Analysis
(OCEAN) is a scripting language that can be used in Cadence
Design Systems to simulate analog and digital circuits at the
differential equation level. We chose to develop our tool in
OCEAN so it can be easily used to test SI circuits whenever
Spectre simulation is available. It is worth highlighting that this
tool is not an asynchronous design circuit tool. However, it is a
tool that can be used after the circuit is designed to detect if the
leakage current in the technology node can cause deadlock or
critical race conditions.

1) Deadlock
Deadlock can be defined as the inability of the circuit to
proceed to the next state. This issue generally occurs when
two or more gates await an output from each other before
producing the next output. Consequently, these gates
mutually block each other from progressing. Deadlock in
arbiters is one of the famous examples of deadlock in
asynchronous circuits [1-3].
2) Race
Race condition occurs in asynchronous circuits when
different delays cause the circuit to change its states in an
unpredictable manner. An example is the case in which a
circuit is supposed to change its state from a to b and some
operational conditions cause this circuit to pass an
intermediate state c. If these operational conditions affect
the final state of the circuit in a way that results in no final
stable state or no unique stable state, the circuit is said to
have a critical race condition. Otherwise, there is no race or
the race is not critical [1-5].

Based on definition, SI circuit is a circuit that can tolerate any
gate delay so long as wire delay is negligible. This definition
guided us to the theory behind developing our proposed tool.
Basically, the delay increases the effect of leakage because the
more time the circuit stays ideal, the more current it leaks. This
leakage current can discharge precharged lines or flip the state
of flip-flops and registers, which might put the circuit in critical
race or deadlock conditions. Unfortunately, asynchronous
circuit design tools, including those mentioned earlier in this
text, do not consider this effect [1-5]. Moreover, circuit
designers overlook this behavior and only consider the general
timing relationships between gates. The mechanism behind our
proposed tool is inserting a delay element after each gate in the
circuit under test and waiting until the leakage takes place
inside the circuit components. It is worth highlighting that the
amount of delay in each gate is calibrated so that it does not
exceed the corners of the technology node. Doing so makes the
test more reliable and does not overestimate the faults.
Following that, the tool compares the final outputs of the circuit
with delay elements with its counterpart without delay
elements. If all signals are generated in the same order, then the
circuit is said to be not affected by leakage. If, however, any
signal is generated in the wrong position, then the circuit is said
to have faults due to leakage.

RESEARCH GAP AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
As demonstrated in the previous section, asynchronous systems
and SI circuits are crucial for many applications. Importantly,
before production, SI circuits have to be free from any faults or
protocol violations [1]. Deadlock and critical race are two types
of faults that might occur in SI circuits. If any of these faults
occurs, the circuit and the whole system will malfunction [2].
Since the introduction of SI circuits, designers have made all
possible efforts to guarantee that the circuit is free of deadlocks
and races. However, in the past, designers were only interested
in deadlock and race conditions that are primarily caused by
incorrect circuit design or metastability [1-5]. Leading
universities and researchers in this area have proposed many
techniques and software tools to address this issue. Examples
include Balsa by University of Manchester, CAST by
California Institution of Technology, Clp by Newcastle
University, MINIMALIST by Columbia University, Petrify by
Universitat Politenica de Catalunya, and VerySAT by
Newcastle University [1-5].

The algorithm of the OCEAN code is shown below:
NetlistWithDelay(netlist) //a function to generate a netlist
after inserting delays
{
fnp //an array to hold the maximum delay of the devices per
technology node

As the technology scales down in an aggressive manner, the
leakage current increases significantly [4]. The effect of this
dramatic increase reaches every part of the circuit and causes
many operational issues [1]. These issues include discharging
precharged lines [5] and flipping the state of flip-flops and
registers [4]. Consequently, even if the SI circuit is correctly
designed, the leakage can cause deadlock or race conditions [45] if it exceeds a certain limit. Until the time of writing this
paper and to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no
technique nor software tool that can detect the deadlock and
race conditions caused by leakage in SI circuits. Therefore, the
main aim of this research paper is to investigate this research
gap.

for each gate G_i in the SI circuit loop
for each device D_i in G_i loop
add the corresponding fnp element to the device in
each gate
end loop
end loop
return netlistwithdelay
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}
Signals = Simulate(netlist)

[3]

SignalsWithDelay = Simulate(netlistwithdelay)
[4]
for each signal S_i in Signals loop
[5]

for each signal 〖SWD〗_i in SignalsWithDelay loop
if S_i <> 〖SWD〗_i then
return false

[6]

end if
end loop
end loop

[7]

EXPERIMENT
We used the above listed algorithm to test a number of SI
circuits from literature. The testing ranged from circuits of a
few gates to circuits of tens of gates. Generally, deadlock and
race conditions occurred in high replication circuits (HRC)
[18], where a circuit of a few transistors is repeated hundreds
or thousands of times to form a bigger circuit. Examples of
HRC include banks of SRAM, FF, and registers. As a general
rule, the failure occurs because each replicated circuit leaks an
amount of current that is accumulated with others due to the
high number of replications to cause the deadlock or race
condition. The problem becomes worse if the devices are low
threshold devices and/or the temperature increases.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a software tool to detect race and
deadlock conditions caused by leakage in speed-independent
circuits. The tool was developed in OCEAN, which is a
scripting language that can be used in Cadence Design Systems
to simulate analog and digital circuits at the differential
equation level. The developed tool was tested on a number of
SI circuits from literature, and the obtained results confirm the
existence of failures in HRC circuits due to leakage.
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